
Year 13 Exam Success 
Evening



“Am I doing everything I possibly can to ensure that I 
have the best possible chances of success?”

Purpose



Thank you!

Parents and Carers



Programme

The Secret to Exam Success - Dave Brentnall, Head of Chemistry 
and Principal Examiner for Edexcel IAL

Revision strategies - what works? Chris Bugh, Assistant Head 
Teacher

My Journey through P16 at Brookvale Groby, Alec Barradell, 
Former Student

The A-level Mindset: the final push, Adam Goodger, KS5 Lead 
Tutor
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Original Title - ‘Get inside the mind of an examiner’!

Mrs Brentnall and the two humans I’m always 
driving around



What is the secret to exam success?
Don’t tread on cracks in pavements

Salute single magpies

Wear lucky socks on the day of the exam

Being nice to elderly relatives (or teachers) in the hope that 
karma works in your favour

Using your favourite equipment in the exam, including the 
gibbon-shaped rubber you bought from Twycross Zoo in 2008

Rearranging revision guides into alphabetical order 



There is no secret - you know the answer already



Exam Papers
● Get hold of the specification - this is the content you will 

be assessed on
● Make sure you know the structure of each paper
● Command words
● Practice a range of papers
● Cross reference your answers against the mark schemes
● Mark schemes give an insight into level of answer needed
● Lucky dip to avoid only doing easier questions
● ‘Peer Group’ papers 



Don’t forget the Stem



Command words



RTQ2



Examiner’s Reports

● Feedback on performance in an exam across the whole 
country

● Helps you see strengths and weaknesses, including 
examples of good and less good answers

● Some boards include ‘live’ examples with a commentary 
from the Principal

● Some reports finish with a student focused summary



Lack of breadth
Lack of breadth Lack of breadth

Questions in 
practical context

Maths-based problems







Don’t forget you’ve got translators
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Revision Strategies - what works?



Allan Pavio
● Dual Coding

John Dunlosky - Strengthening 
the Student Toolbox
● Deliberate Practice
● Spaced Learning
● Retrieval Practice
● Elaborative Interrogation

Revision Strategies - what works?



Dual Coding Theory - Allan Pavio 

Gives students two ways of remembering the same 
information.

Lots of applications (revising conceptual knowledge, 
themes, principles, beliefs and abstract language)

Combining verbal and visual input increases learning





The themes in Romeo and Juliet

Step 1: Find images to represent written material.
Explain how images relate to written summary.



The themes in Romeo and Juliet

Step 2: Remove written text.
Students explain how the images relate to the 
text (in this case, the different themes.)



The themes in Romeo and Juliet

Step 3: Students draw their own images using their notes.



The themes in Romeo and Juliet

Step 4: Retrieve from memory, drawing visuals and then writing 
ideas.



Allan Paivio
● Dual Coding

John Dunlosky - Strengthening 
the Student Toolbox
● Deliberate Practice
● Spaced Learning
● Retrieval Practice
● Elaborative Interrogation

Revision Strategies - what works?



Deliberate practice  
● Focus on specific types of 

questions
● Use worked examples - 

replicate steps until 
confident

● Put to practice in timed 
conditions

Revision Strategies - what works?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RNfaIW5k1g


Spaced practice
Have some time to forget

Revision Strategies - what works?



Retrieval Practice   

Revision Strategies - what works?

● Mind map from memory
● Quick quizzes
● Use cues to trigger 

answers



Elaborative interrogation

Revision Strategies - what works?

● Generate an explanation for a fact
● Ask ‘why?’



Unconditional Offers
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Adam Goodger



1. Vision
2. Effort
3. Systems
4. Practice
5. Attitudes



1. Vision
Knowing what you want to achieve with your 
A-Levels

What are your goals? If you haven’t done 
anything about them, then they aren’t 
dreams

Those without a vision can often 
underperform by as much as one grade. 



2. Effort
How much hard work do you do?

Effort can be classed as “a 
function of the intensity, direction 
and duration of one’s goal” 
(Duckworth et al, 2007)



On a Scale of 1 to 10 (independent work)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1: 0-2 hours’ independent study a week

5: 10 hours’ independent study a week

10: 20 hours’ independent study a week



2. Effort
On average, students with high 
levels of effort spend 4-5 hours a 
week per subject. 

Research shows that those 
aiming for As and A*s are doing 
around 30 hours a week in total



Independent Study 
Week 1 1 2 3 4 5

Monday German German Physics Physics Maths

Tuesday IS IS German German Maths

Wednesday Maths Maths IS IS IS

Thursday Physics Physics Maths Maths German

Friday Maths Maths Maths Maths IS

How 
are you 
making 
up 
those 
20 
hours?



3. Systems
Systems are a way of organising 
your work or revision. 

By using systems you can 
organise all the individual pieces 
of information so they are easy to 
find and understand



3. Systems
Each A level equates to roughly 
130 lessons in Year 12 and a 
further 130 in Year 13. That 
means 780 hours of information. 

How do you organise that? 



The Eisenhower Matrix
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Do it now Do it 
later

Delegate Do it last



The 2-4-8 Rule

Organising long and short projects



The Energy Line

Extreme High Medium Low Idle



Project Progress Chart



The Breakfast Club

The longer your day goes on, the more self control problems you have. 

If you are trying to give up chocolate you are unlikely to crack at 10am

But, at 4:30pm , when you are feeling tired, your self control begins to slip 
and you are more likely to give in. 

It’s the same with work



4. Practice
Is what you are practising 
helping you make progress or are 
you practising the same 
mistakes? 

Do you practice in different 
ways?



4. Practice
Content techniques
Reading through class notes, using course textbooks, mind 
maps/diagrams

Skills techniques
Writing exam answers under timed conditions, Reading 
model answers, using past exam questions and planning 
answers. 

Feedback techniques
Comparing model answers, against your own, one to one 
discussions with you teacher, creating your own exam 
questions. 



5. Attitude
Simply put, it is the way you deal with your 
studies. 

What is your response to a challenge or difficulty? 

How would you describe your resilience and grit?

How is your buoyancy? Do you have 
bouncebackability? 



Thank you for coming!


